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Twin Cities Regional Group Information
The Rumble Sheet is the official publication of the Twin
Cities Regional Group #46 (TCRG) of the Early Ford V8 Club of America and is sent to all current members
and advertisers. TCRG is chartered by the Early Ford V
-8 Club of America, and is a non-profit corporation in
the state of Minnesota, dedicated to the preservation of
Ford Motor Company vehicles and related historical
materials from the era of the flathead V-8 engines, including all Fords, Mercury's and Lincolns so equipped
from 1932 through 1953.
Club Address
P.O. Box 20236, Minneapolis, MN 55420

Meetings Membership meetings of the
TCRG are held at 7:00 p.m. on the first
Wednesday of almost every month at a site
announced in the Rumble Sheet. Change of
time or site will also be announced in the
Rumble Sheet.
Membership Membership dues for the
TCRG are $25 per calendar year. Membership in the Early Ford V-8 Club of America
(the National Club) is a membership requirement of the Twin Cities Regional
Group.
Submitting Material Please send all materials for publication to Bill Gillies , 1736
Crystal Ave., Arden Hills, MN 55112 or Email wlgillies48@gmail.com. Rumble
Sheet material deadline is the 15th of the
month. E-mail body content (not attachment) is preferred.
Advertising Classified ads are free to
TCRG members, and will run for three
consecutive months. Display ads (business
card size) will run for 12 issues at a cost of
$30. Check under ad for last appearance.
Website TCRG can be visited online at
www.tcrgv8club.org

Twin Cities Regional Group 2019 Board of Directors

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor
Membership
Sunshine Lady
Archives
Media Director
Webmaster
Current Board Members

Mike Erickson
Kent Tabako
Gary Rosenberger
Roger Wothe
Bill Gillies
Gordy Ditmanson
Cathy Tabako
OPEN
Ron Long
Lynn Erickson
Joel Bergstrom
Ron Christensen
Tom Murray
Steve Seidel
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320-396-2473
763-755-7535
651-451-2937
952-473-3038
651-633–1564
651-646-8103
763-755-7535
651-714-2740
320-396-2473
651-631-0091
763-208-2244
651-699-1893
763-434-7848

NO GEEZER BREAKFAST
3rd Thursday of the Month

Happy Birthday
December 3

Dave Fridlund

December 7

Bill Blood

December 10

Lilia Reitan

December 18

Twylah Sushen

December 27

Michael Wyman

December 29

Al Rehder

December 31

Cliff Helling

Looking Ahead- Membership
Meeting

Unknown

Bud Louis
I received a note from Bud Louis telling me he had moved to South
Carolina to be near his son. He says he is still fighting the brain
tumor problem. Last, In view of the new location he will not be
renewing. Best wishes, Bud.

President's Message For December
I hope everyone is continuing to be healthy and doing okay in this time of pandemic. History was made on
November 18, 2020, as it will go down as the first TCRG board meeting done as an online Zoom meeting.
We had a few glitches; given this was the first time for some of us to use this technology, I think it went well.
Thank you, Lynn for your assistance with this. We will use it again next month. If this continues to work
well, we will try to hold a members meeting via Zoom after the first of the year.
Items discussed at the meeting were the future of the club, dues, Rumble Sheet articles and publications and
officer elections. We will continue to put all activities on pause (as we have been for some time now) and all
the current officers have agreed to carry on in their positions for another year until we can hold elections in
person. The Rumble Sheet editor is always in need of articles-so if you have restored/are restoring/rebuilding
anything car related, consider sending Bill a story and pictures about it for publication. Without articles, the
Rumble Sheet may not survive. Dues will remain the same ($25). To save on postage charges, no notices
will be sent out. PLEASE MAIL YOUR CHECK ALONG WITH YOUR NAME, ANY ADDRESS/
EMAIL CHANGES OR ADDITIONAL/DELETED CAR INFORMATION TO GORDY
DITMANSON AT PO BOX 40597 ST PAUL MN 55104 BY JANUARY 1, 2021. Remember, according
to our constitution, you must also be a member of the National Early Ford V8 club.
Located elsewhere in this newsletter, check out the progress of my '37 pickup project. If you have any questions, comments or just want to talk Ford cars and '37 pickups, call me at 320-396-2473. Until next month,
get those articles to Bill, stay healthy and remember, never drive faster than your guardian angel can fly, hope
that you don't get just coal for Christmas.
Mike Erickson
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The Editor’s Den
Here we are heading into December and looking back over the calendar. We, the club, have not gone anywhere, nor distanced gathered since August. Have any club member been working on their V8 other than
covering them up for winter? Mike Wyman called and said he was changing a water pump on his ‘37 Ford. I
had the front end aligned on the ‘53 at Andover Wheel and Alignment. It drives now like the 26000 miles on
the odometer. That’s like a new car for you jokers. Walter Duffy is putting a different engine in his “32 High
Boy, replacing the worn out ‘37 engine that was in the car.
Milt Lapanta has moved into a new house, and reports that Jerry Felton has sold his house and moved to
south. Bud Louis moved to South Carolina as noted on page 3.
For a club the size of ours I would think some member is doing something other than waiting to catch the
virus.
The Rumble Sheet belongs to the members. It depends on the members to keep it active. Without any input
from you, the demise of the newsletter is in the future! If any member is working on a project, please take
some photos and E-mail with an explanation.
At Mary’s (IHE) suggestion I went back over the year to see who had contributed to the Rumble Sheet in
2020. I was quite surprised! I also noted I’ve had a lot of trucks on the covers. Here is a list of names of those
who took the time to contribute.
Mike Erickson each month with the Presidents Message And his wife Lynn checking his work and contributing pictures. Ron Long pictures on occasion , Gary Rosenberger with the meeting minutes and a tale or two
sprinkled in.
January, Mary Gillies, Mike Erickson & Gary Rosenberger,
February, Mark Crichton,
March, Cliff Helling,
April, Gordy Ditmanson New Members, Ian Hardgrove, Fransis Kalvota,
May, Bruce Nelson, Dan Cragg, “Cooped to Coupe’” Gary Rosenberger,
June Bob Parmelee, Joel Bergerstrom,
July, David Dohlin, Mary Gillies, Bruce Nelson,
August, Walt Duffy, Gordy Ditmanson,
September, Bruce Nelson,
October, Larry Schsen, Steve Seidl, Leo Anderson, Mike Erickson,
This was the only month that I didn’t have to write a filler page to keep the 12 page count.
November, The Editor.
December, Gary Rosenberger, .
The IHE and I want to give a big Thank you to those members went out of their way to send an article.
Bill the Ed
I know this seems like my personal platform, but to fill the pages I write. I know some of you must be
working on something besides me, so write a brief line or two and share with the membership.
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Copied From The November Road Chatter
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Tools Explained
DRILL PRESS : A tall upright machine useful for suddenly
snatching flat metal bar stock out of your hands so that it
smacks you in the chest and flings your beer across the room,
denting the freshly-painted project which you had carefully set
in the corner where nothing could get to it.
WIRE WHEEL : Cleans paint off bolts and then throws them
somewhere under the workbench with the speed of light. Also
removes fingerprints and hard-earned calluses from fingers in
about the time it takes you to say, 'Oh sh*t'
DROP SAW : A portable cutting tool used to make studs too
short.
PLIERS : Used to round off bolt heads. Sometimes used in the
creation of blood-blisters.
BELT SANDER : An electric sanding tool commonly used to
convert minor touch-up jobs into major refinishing jobs.

HOSE CUTTER : A tool used to make hoses too short.
HAMMER : Originally employed as a weapon of war, the hammer nowadays is used as a kind of divining rod to locate the most
expensive parts adjacent the object we are trying to hit.
UTILITY KNIFE : Used to open and slice through the contents of
cardboard cartons delivered to your front door; works particularly
well on contents such as seats, vinyl records, liquids in plastic
bottles, collector magazines, refund checks, and rubber or plastic
parts. Especially useful for slicing work clothes, but only while in
use.
ADJUSTABLE WRENCH: aka "Another hammer", aka "the
Swedish Nut Lathe", aka "Crescent Wrench". Commonly used as
a one size fits all wrench, usually results in rounding off nut
heads before the use of pliers. Will randomly adjust size between
bolts, resulting in busted buckles, curse words, and multiple
threats to any inanimate objects within the immediate vicinity.

HACKSAW : One of a family of cutting tools built on the Ouija board principle... It transforms human energy into a crooked,
unpredictable motion, and the more you attempt to influence its
course, the more dismal your future becomes.

Son of a bitch TOOL : Any handy tool that you grab and throw
across the garage while yelling 'Son of a b*tch' at the top of your
lungs. It is also, most often, the next tool that you will need.

VISE-GRIPS : Generally used after pliers to completely round
off bolt heads. If nothing else is available, they can also be
used to transfer intense welding heat to the palm of your hand.

_________________

OXYACETYLENE TORCH : Used almost entirely for lighting on fire various flammable objects in your shop. Also handy
for igniting the grease inside the wheel hub out of which you
want to remove a bearing race..

Never pass up a good bad decision!
Found on the Minnesota Antique radio website…

DEPRESSION AND SUICIDE

TABLE SAW : A large stationary power tool commonly used
to launch wood projectiles for testing wall integrity.
HYDRAULIC FLOOR JACK : Used for lowering an automobile to the ground after you have installed your new brake
shoes, trapping the jack handle firmly under the bumper.
BAND SAW : A large stationary power saw primarily used by
most shops to cut good aluminum sheet into smaller pieces that
more easily fit into the trash can after you cut on the inside of
the line instead of the outside edge.
TWO-TON ENGINE HOIST : A tool for testing the maximum
tensile strength of everything you forgot to disconnect.
PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER : Normally used to stab the vacuum seals under lids or for opening old-style paper-and-tin oil
cans and splashing oil on your shirt; but can also be used, as
the name implies, to strip out Phillips screw heads.
STRAIGHT SCREWDRIVER : A tool for opening paint cans.
Sometimes used to convert common slotted screws into nonremovable screws and butchering your palms.
PRY BAR : A tool used to crumple the metal surrounding that
clip or bracket you needed to remove in order to replace a 50
cent part.

This is a sad story of the depression that can haunt a man.
Marcel was sick and tired of the world; of Covid 19, Brexit,
Russian belligerence, global warming, racial tensions, and
the rest of the disturbing stories that occupy media headlines.
Marcel drove his car into his garage and then sealed every
doorway and window as best he could.
He got back into his car and wound down all the windows,
selected his favorite radio station and started the car.
Four days later, a worried neighbor peered through his garage window and saw him in the car.
She notified the emergency services and they broke in, pulling Marcel from the car.
A little sip of water and, surprisingly, he was in perfect condition, but his Tesla had a dead battery.
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My '37 Ford pickup project

I started disassembling the pickup; removed the hood, radiator, pulled the non-running motor and transmission. The vehicle number on the frame and the transmission match, but also found a tag on the motor that it
has been reconditioned. I currently have another 60 HP motor on an engine stand that runs. The plan is to
put the non-running engine on the stand and try to get it running.
I also removed the windshield and dash. I will be looking for some headlight lenses and a working temperature gauge. If anyone reading this has these items lying around their garage and are looking at selling them,
give me a jingle.
The window bugs indicate glass was made in February '37 and the engine number indicates engine was built
sometime in March'37.
Looking forward, I will focus on the engine and then start on the body work.
Mike Erickson

Yard Art
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Road Trip 1966

by Gary Rosenberger

Here we were embroiled in a war with Viet Nam and the country was split on how it felt about war.
At that point in time I came from a family that we did what the government told us to do. My dad was a Marine in WWII and he told me I would go wherever our Commander in Chief wanted to send me. I had enlisted in the United States Army in 1963 and I was ready to do my part for our country. President Johnson
thought that I should go to Germany on special assignment. Seems there was a few Fraulein’s causing some
trouble over there. When I arrived in Germany, I took care of the problem and I will have to say, not one Viet
Cong got past Frankfurt while I was there. One weekend I got a three-day pass and Sandy and I got into our
1965 VW (Germanys idea of a Ford) and drove to Nurnberg. We hiked up to the Nurnberg Castle and I ask
out loud, “I wonder why there were round holes in the big blocks on the side of the castle.” Out of nowhere
an old German came forward and told us that the holes were used for the scaffolding to build the walls. That
made sense but it sure was ugly. He then asked us if we would like a tour of Nurnberg. I said sure let us go
and we got into the VW and we were off. I asked him where he learned to speak English so well. He said he
was a soldier in WWI and got captured by the American’s. He spent the rest of the war in Arizona in a POW
camp. After the war ended, he wanted to stay in the US, but they said he had to go back to Germany and reapply to return. When he got back home, he said the heck with it and stayed in Germany. On our tour he
showed us where the Nurnberg Trials were held. He took us to the Nazi Party Rally Grounds where Hitler
gave some of his famous speeches to the masses. We drove past the bombed out Kulturvereins Haus (banquet
hall) where Hitler gave some of his important speeches. He told us to stay at the Grand Hotel, which we did.
During the War, the top Nazi Soldiers stayed there and after the war the Judges and Lawyers who were participating in the Nurnberg Trials also stayed there. The old German asked my rank and I said sergeant. He
said since you are not an officer, I will tell you a story about Emmy Goring widow of Hermann Goring, one
of Hitlers henchman. You may remember Hermann was tried at the Nurnberg Trials and he was found guilty.
He was sentenced to be hanged for war crimes in 1946 but he asked if he could be shot instead like a soldier.
They rejected that idea so the night before his execution he committed suicide by swallowing a Potassium
Cyanide Capsule. Now back in the day I read where they thought he smuggled the pill into prison in his rectum. He waited for the right time to use the pill, what a way to go. I think I would rather be hung.
So, back to Emmy his wife. My guide had an agreement with Emmy to bring Army Officers to her
house for a price. He never told me what the cost was, but he knew I did not have the money he needed to
make it happen. Emmy was sent to a labor camp after the war for one year and 30% of her property was taken away from her. She was reduced to live in a 2-room cottage with no running water or electricity. She once
lived a lavish lifestyle and now she had 2 dresses left to her name. She was living in Nurnberg at this time
and when the Army Officers visited with her, she had one coffee cup left with Hermann’s name on it sitting
on the mantle. She was willing to sell it for the right price. My guide said every time he went there, she had
another coffee cup to sell. He laughed when he told me this story. We said our goodbyes to our guide and at
that point he asked me for 12 marks ($3.00) for his service. I paid him and Sandy and I drove back to the Nazi Party Rally Grounds so we could explore. We were the only two people in the stadium as it was abandoned at that time. I climbed the steps to the cement podium and stood on the spot where Hitler gave his famous speeches from. As I stood there, on this overcast day, I could feel the power and I remember seeing
newsreels of his speeches he gave from this spot. Thousands of soldiers cheering Hitlers destructive words,
not unlike the 2 party’s we will be voting for tomorrow on election day 2020. God have mercy on us.
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Tools
This past week (11-12-20) My daughters 2009 Honda Accord (4 cylinder) was in her garage when it would
not start other than click. I asked my mechanic friend what he thought might be the problem. He asked “is it
a Honda?, then it’s the starter. I had the choice of spending $900.00 plus a tow to the Honda dealer, Honda
does the swap in two hours and $500.00 for the starter. Or get it towed to my friends shop for about $120.00 ,
plus cost of repair.
I gave it some thought and watched a U-tube about 4 times and thought I give it a try. Thinking it may take
me a little longer. And it did.!
I started disassembly to get to the starter. There are more vacuum connections, wire connections plus
removing the front cover over the grill and radiator. Bolts out of reach, one ratchet click of movement , I quit
for the day and went to Home Depot where I purchased this Husky 3/8’s drive lithium powered ratchet.
$59.97. This was one of the best moves I made. The following morning I ordered a starter and the plenum O
rings and the throttle body O ring, to be in by noon.
I went back to my daughters and removed the plenum and throttle body to get to the starter. The two bolts
holding the starter are 14mm and 17mm. While I could crack them loose with a breaker bar the Husky ratchet
spun them out.
Long story short I got the new starter for $144.00 put it in and it worked!
The Husky Ratchet was a real time saver. I can’t
think of a thing to use it on now, but I’m hopeful
in the future I’ll use it again.
Bill the Ed.
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No Heat? What I learned about how the heater heats on a 1953 Ford.

On the cylinder head is a vacuum operated water valve. It is connected to two hoses, one vacuum and one hot
water. The vacuum hose goes inside the car and hooks to the Vacuum Thermostat valve, which in turn is controlled by a cable to the temperature control lever.
I checked the water valve vacuum with a vacuum pump while the car was running to see if any heat would
surge through the heater. Nope! So that must be the problem.
Two things are known; the vacuum water valve and the vacuum thermostat valve are things of the past and
unattainable. There might be one on E-bay for way over $100.00 now and then. I found the water valve listed
for $70.00 but they took $50.00 plus free shipping as it was an aftermarket part missing pieces I didn’t need.
I got the valve and replaced it on the cylinder head. The end of the vacuum hose kept disintegrating as I tried
to slide it on. I put my finger on the end of the hose and felt a very slight tug of vacuum.
I didn’t know how much or where the vacuum came from as the hose disappeared through the firewall and
behind the heater.
I called Bruce Nelson to see if I could look at his Volume 2 of the 1952-53 Ford book. He dropped it off and
before he was out of sight I found the answer in the front of the book. A “T” fitting off the wiper hose gave
vacuum to the control valve.
I rushed off to the parts store and got 2 feet of ¼” hose thinking I would go back a ways on the hose to find a
solid portion and splice in the new hose. The new hose was too big!
Next Lesson: 17543 is the part number of the hose only there is an alpha character after the number, A - 1/8”,
B - 3/16”, C- ¼”. The Chassis book had a picture of the heater and parts with the hose listed but no alpha and
mentioned ¼” hose.
In the mean time I looked over the water valve I removed from the engine and put the vacuum pump on it with
a hose that fit. And guess what? It works like it’s supposed to.
I get inside the car and take the heater apart to get to the control valve. It has two hoses connected to it, a ¼”
and a 1/8”. As I look up I can see the “T” connection just out of an easy reach.
Back to the parts store to get 4 feet of the smaller hose.
I remove the old hose and in the middle there is a big break. Now to get the new hose through the firewall, it
takes a bit of Dawn soap and a lot of pushing to reach and attach to the control valve. I stuck a vacuum gauge
in the end of the hose by the engine. Turn the heater control to hot and start the engine. It barely fires and there
is 18” of vacuum, I shut the engine off before it stunk up the garage. I replaced the heater parts I’d removed
and pondered, do I drain the antifreeze again and put the old valve back in or shut the hood and walk away.
You tell me!
In the end as Henry said don’t guess - Diagnose. I could have fixed it for $3.00 rather than $53.00 (tax).
But what would I have learned?
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Support our Advertisers!

Add
$2.50
to
Shipping
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Twin Cities Regional Group
Early Ford V-8 Club of America
P.O. Box 20236
Minneapolis, MN 55420
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